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Problem Summary
A 66 years old aged elderly patien’t family approached us from 
Bangalore, India for the treatment of stage 4 mouth cancer. 
He was suffering from Stage 4 cancer since Dec 2017. He has 
undergone many chemotherapy, radiation treatment and many 
other alternative therapiers including Reiki treatment. 

He had squamous cell carcinoma of left buccal mucosa. He had 
nodes in his both sides of the neck, lungs and under the tongue. 

In October 2019, They have admitted the patient with Lung 
infection  and metastatic cancer in lung tumor also reoccurred on 
both sides of face , extending to ribs and vertebra d4 was treated 
with oxygen , IV antibiotic ( piptaz) , steriods , Nasogastric tube 
feeding. He could not eat and they have inserted Peg tube.

In December 2019, Breathing worsened Tracheostomy done, severe 
sepsis case. Other Therapies Tried- Sima Rouba, Panchagavya, 
Shimoga Ayurvedic, Homeopathic medicines bars, and various 
healing such as Reiki Healing given  

Our Solution
During Dec 3d week 2019, patient’s family approached us for 
healing treatment. Healing Approach and Methods given by our 
company Heal The World.

Healing Method
Reiki Distant Healing without touching the patient. Patient was in 
hospital while taking the treatment. He was not able breath as his 
lungs collapsed. His Blood pressure was 80/40 mm Hg. Hospital 
authorities were not able to keep him in ventilator. When we 
started giving first Reiki Distant healing his BP went to 120/80 
mmHg. In 3d healing, his cancer cells destroyed and his CBC 
went to normal. Within 2 weeks of healing he was out of cancer 
and discharged from hospital. 

Within 1 month of Reiki Distant healing, we removed his tumors 
from the neck. Please visit www.healtheworld.in to watch his 
testimonials and x ray reports, CBC reports, etc. 
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